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estate of the late Louis Adelson, whom I shall refer to as 

/s 
nthe deceased”, and the second, respondents are the two daughter 

of the deceased and the executors of .his son Joseph, who died 

after these proceedings began# The deceased who died on the 

14th September 1952, left a will In which he bequeathed the 

residue of his estate to his above-named three children# In* 

eluded in the residue were three shares in Louis Adelson Trust 

(Pty) Ltd#, which I shall call ttthe company”. The questions 

in issue between the Commissioner and the respondents relate 

to the valuation, for death duty purposes, of the three shares 

or of whatever else, in accordance with the contentions of the 

parties, passed or was deemed to pass on the death»

The company was registered upon 

the Instructions of the deceased on the 5th June 1946 with a «

nominal capital of £300 divided into 300 £1 shares# Of 

these 198 were called ”Ad shares, 99 "B” shares and 3 ttC" 

shares# In terms of article 4 of the company*s articles of 

association the shares in the company were, on the 25th July 

1946, allotted as follows:* 99 "A" shares to each of the de* 

ceased*s daughters, the 99 WB” shares to his son Joseph and 

the 3 ”CH shares to the deceased himself.

So far as material, clause 5 of 

the company*s memorandum of assoclatlon,after setting out the 

composition/»«••«•
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composition of the capital, provides s*

«The respective classes of shares shall be entitled to the rights 

and privileges and shall fee subject to the disabilities as set 

out hereunder, namelys*

(1) The ’C’ shares shall remain ’0’ shares so lories LOUIS ADEL- 

SON during hus lifetime shall continue to be the holder of the 

salá 'C* shares. On the dath of LOUIS ADELSON,or If during his 

lifetime he ceases to be the holder of the said ’C’ shares, the 

said ’C* shares shall In either event Ipso facto and automatically 

be converted as to two (2) ofl the said *0* shares into two (2) 

<A’ shares# and as to the remaining ’C1 share In* a ’B’ share» 

(ll)So long as the fC* shares remain shares#they shall con* 

far upon the holder thereof the exclusive right to notice of 

and to attend or be represented at meetings of membera,whether 

ordinary or extra ordinary,-{The right to one vote for each such 

’C1 share at any meeting of members whether ordinary or extra** 

ordinary,the sole right to appoint a director or directors of 

the company,and the sole right to participate in the profits of 

the company whether distributed or not»

(lll)The holders of the ’A’ shares and of the ’B’ shares shall 

not, In respect of their said holdings, so long as the ’O’ shares 

remain 'C1 shares, be entitled to any of the rights and prlvl* 

leges specified in the preceding sub-paragraph»

(IV)Aa and when the three (3) ’G’ shares become converted into 

two (2) ’A’ shares and one (1) ’B' share#the holders of the ’A’ 

shares and of the ’Bf shares shall thereafter be entitled to the 

following rights, namely :w 

To receive notice of or to attend or be represented at meetings 

of members,whether ordinary or extraordinary; to one vote for 

each such ’A’ share or ’B’ share at any such meeting; and to 

participate pari passu in the profits of the company.

(V) The ’B’ shares shall be allotted and issued to JOSEPH ADELSON 

and shall not,save as hereinafter provided,be capable of being 

transferred or pledged by the said JOSEPH ADELSON or by any 

other/.••..• 
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other holder of the said shares,until after the expiry of a 

period of five years from the date of death of LOUIS ADELSON* 

If JOSEPH ADELSON predeceases LOUIS ADSLSON, or if JOSEPH ADEL

SON survives LOUIS ADEISON but dies prior to the expiry of the 

aforementioned period of five years, the said <B’ shares shall 

In either such event be transferred In equal proportions to the 

wife and children of JOSEPH ADELSON,but the transferees shall 

not bo entitled to transfer or pledge their respective holdings 

of 'B’ shares until after the expiry of the aforementioned 

period of five years reckoned from the date of death of LOUIS 

ADELSON........................... . •

(Vl)On a winding up the holders of all classes of shares shall 

rank pari passu for return of capital* 

The capital for the time being of the company may be further 

divided into several classes, and preferentlal,deferred,quail* 

fled or special rights, privileges or restrictions may be at* 

tached to the shares In any class, and the rights attached to 

the Initial or any new shares respectively may be varied or 

abrogated* "

On the 31st July 1946 the deceased

by notarial deed "donated, and settled upon" the company the

sum of £60,000, which was duly delivered to It*

At his death the deceased’s three

shares were still registered as ’0’ shares in his name» The 

first respondents originally brought them up for death duty pur* 

poses s»d their nominal value of £1 each but thereafter tendered 

to account for them at £200 each by apportioning the sum of 

£60,000, which was at all material times the nett value of;the 

assets of the company, equally between the 300 shares* The

Commissioner/......
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Commissioner claimed that tn view of the rights attached to the

’C’ shares their value for death duty purposes was £20,000 each, 

being one third of the nett value of the company’s assets*

A dispute having arisen the parties

ftsutwuuui concurred in stating a special case for decision by the 

Supreme Court* So far as material their contentions,as amended.

read t*

w18*The first and second plaintiffs” (now first and second res** 

pendents) "contend that in terms of the Death Duties Act No»29 

of 1922 as amended the property that passed on the death of the 

late LOUIS ADELSON was the three aforesaid shares converted Into 

two ’A’ shares and one ’B’ share,that the said shares are to he 

valued for estate and succession duty purposes on the same basis 

as the other ’A’ and ’B’ shares of the said company, that no 

other property In respect of the said shares passed or was 

deemed to be property passing in terms of section 3 (3) (a) of 

the Act or otherwise, or was property deemed to pass,and that 

they are entitled to a declaratory order against the defendant" 

the Commissioner "to that effect,with costs, which they accord** 

ingly claim*

19«The first and second plaintiffs aver that the value of the 

said shares, valued on the basis In paragraph 18 set out is 

£600 and the defendant admits that if the first and second 

plaintiffs’a foresa Id contentions are correct (which Is denied) 

the value of the said shares is £600#

20*The defendant, however, disputes the aforegoing contention 

of the first and second plaintiffs (save as is stated in para*» 

graph 19 hereof)* 

21. The defendant contends, moreover 1*

(1) that by reason of the provisions of section 3(3)(a) of 

the Act the nett assets of the company as at the date of 

death of the late Louis Adelson (hereinafter referred to as

the/............ 
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the deceased) are property which is deemed to pass on his 

death and that therefore the estate la liable for estate 

duty on an amount of £60,000*

(2) Alternatively :

(a)that which passed on the death of the deceased was the 

three shares owned by him at the date of hla death;

(b)that these shares must be valued at their Intrinsic 

value as at the date of the death of the deceased;

(c)thst ’intrinsic value as at the date of death of the 

deceased1 means the amount which a notional purchaser 

would have paid for the shares at a moment before the 

deceased died on the assumption that he could have obtain* 

ed equivalent rights to those then held by the deceased 

and for the average expectation of life of the deceased;

(d)that In valuing the shares the valuer must take into 

consideration not only the fact that the three shares 

entitled the holder thereof to all the profits of the 

company,but also the fact that the three shares together 

gave to the holder thereof such control of the company 

as would enable him to issue further shares«and to vary 

the rights attaching to any class of share In the company*

(3) Alternatively:

*^i?that two separate species of property passed,nafcely:** 

(1)297/300 of the special rights and privileges which 

until the death of the deceased attached to the class 

’0’ shares*

(ll)Two class ’A’ shares and one class ’B’ share into 

which the three class ’C’ shares were automatically 
j

converted In terms of clause 5(1) of the Memorandum 

together with the additional rights which became at* 

tached to these classes of shares In terms of clause 

5(lv) of the Memorandum»

22» The defendant contends furthermore

(a)that the special rights and privileges aforesaid held by 

the/*♦..* *
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the deceased as holder of the three *Cr shares was an In** 

terest in property;

(b)that the second plaintiffs (the remaining shareholders) 

became entitled to this interest by reason of the cessation 

on the death of the deceased of his said Interest* 

(c)that succession duty is accordingly payable by the 

second plaintiff in terms of section 10(b) of the Act in 

respect of the interest they so became entitled to* 

23*The plaintiffs dispute all the aforesaid contentions of the 

defendant* «

The matter came before Van WÏK J*

and BANKS A.J», who gave judgment for the respondents on the 

question of estate duty and for the Commissioner on the question 

of succession duty* The Commissioner now appeals to this Court 

on the decision regarding estate duty and the respondents cross* 

appeal in respect of the succession duty*

I shall dell first with the ap*

peal, l«e* with the liability to estate duty* In so far as he 

relied on section 3 (3) (a) of the Act the Commissioner set up 

the case that the nett assets of the company constituted pro

perty which was deemed to pass and that the value of those assets 

was £60,000« In his other contentions the Commissioner^ case 

was based on the view that what passed was either the three *C’ 

shares or two *Atr shares and one ”B« share plus the «special 

rights and privileges” attached to the «C” shares. In view of 

the conclusion that I have reached,namely,that the appeal must

succeed/»•.»»» 
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succeed on the basis that the "C” shares passed and must be valued 

as possessing the characteristics of such shares, it would be un- 

necessary to deal with the Commissioner’s contention based on 

section 3 (3)(a), If that contention was clearly alternative to 
the Commissioner’s other contentions. If, however, 

the Commissioner’s contention based on section 3 (3) (a) were 

valid, so that the estate was liable for estate duty on the nett 

assets of the company, there would be the possibility that this 

liability would be additional to any liability for duty based on 

the view that it was the MC" shares or their "special rights and 

privileges" plus WA” and "B" shares that passed# It is accord

ingly necessary to deal with the Commissioner’s contention based 

on section 3 (3) (a)» This contention Is, however, concluded ad** 

versely to the Commissioner by the decision of this Court in 

Congnissloner for Inland Revenue v< Estate Isaacs, judgment In 

which IsrmiTiM glvinriiMfcraaau with this Judgment. It is ac- 

cordlngly unnecessary to set out the provisions of section 3(3)(a, 

or to discuss their effect#

I proceed to deal with the Commis

sioner’s first alternative contention, namely, that the ”C” sharei 

passed on the deceased’s death and must be/ valued at their in

trinsic value at the deceased’s death, that value being ascertain! 

ed by asking what a notional purchaser would give for the shares 

just before the deceased’s death,on the assumption that he could 

have/••••••
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have obtained the rights of the deceased for his average expect

ation of life, and that such rights would Include the profits of 

the company and such control over It as would enable him to Issue 
z

father shares and vary the rights attaching to any class of shares a

In association with this contention must be gaken the Commission 

ner’s traverse of the respondents’ contention that what passed on 

the deceased’s death was the three shares converted Into two "A" 

and one "B" shares, which were to be valued on the same basis as 

the other "A" and "b" shares*

Section 5 of the Act provides that 

the value of any property passing or deemed to pass on the death 

of any person shall be - 

"(d)ln the case of stocks and shares,the middle market price on 

the date of the death of the deceased person ;Provided that if no 

such middle market price can be ascertained,the value shall be 

such value as is determined to be fair and reasonable under sec** 

tlon six;

(e)ln the case of all other property,the fair market value of 

such property as at the date of death of the deceased person»”

Section 6 provides that subject to

assessment by the Commissioner,which may be followed by arbitra

tion In case of dispute, ”the fair and reasonable value of any 

"stocks and shares in respect of which no middle market price 

"can be ascertained and the fair market value of any other pro

perty shall be determined for the purposes of the last preceding

"section/.•.• 
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"section by a sworn appraisement by some Impartial person or per* 

"sons appointed by the Master."

It will be observed that unquoted 

shares are not in terms to be valued at the "fair market value" 

but at their "fair and reasonable value”. The difference In lanS 

guage suggests that in valuing unquoted shares the appraiser 

might have greater latitude than in the case of other property^ 

so that he might not be bound to seek the price that a notional 

purchaser would pay in a fair and open market» It was not, how* 

x 
ever, contended on behalf of the Commissioner that the distinctly 

á 

would entitle^ the appraiser to have regard only to the nett as

sets and the profits of the company, without taking Into account 

the rights that a holder of the particular shares would enjoy 

therein. The argument proceeded on the basis that although the 

nett assets and the profits may form the ultimate basis of the 

value it is what a notional reasonable purchaser would give for 

the shares that provides the fair and reasonable, as it does the 

fair market, value» I shall return to this aspect of the matter 

at a later stage.

The problem which the draughtsman 

of clause 5 of the Memorandum sought to solve was how by some 

form of agreement to bring It about that what was valuable in 

4- 
the deceased’s hands should reach the hands hls executors 

shorn/......
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shorn of most of its value, while the property of his beneficia

ries should at the same time gain a correspondingly enhancement 

of value* The form of agreement adopted was that embodied in the 

company’s Memorandum of dissociations it would have made no dlf** 

c 
ference if it had been contained In the articles of aSÓoelation*

Such an agreement. Is in Its essential nature akin to those agree- 
cnr 

ments between partners which have sought to achieve the same end 

by providing that on the death of one partner the other or others 

may or must acquire his share at something less than its value as 

judged from the partnership profits and nett assets»

In Commissioner for Inland Revenue v*

Estate Kirsch (1951 (5) S.A.496) three shareholders In certain 

companies had agreed that if one oj^them died the other two should 

be obliged to buy his shares at the value of the ^ett assets,less 

10#» It was held that the value for death duty purposes was un

affected by the agreement. At pages 504 and 505 CWT LIVRES C.J., 
Lt. 

delivering the judgment of the Court, said that what was ascer- 
A 

talned was the ’’intrinsic”, the **real Intrinsic** or the **true** 

value of the shares as at the date of the death of the deceased*

The value during the deceased’s lifetime was held to be Irrele- 

“to vent nor was the value ©f his estate considered to be the test

under the Act. The learned Chief Justice was not dealing with 

a case in which the agreement purported to effect a change of

rights/...... 
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rights at the moment of death# In terms of the agreement the 

legal representative of the deceased shareholder was to sell his 

shares to the other shareholders*though the contract of sale 

was In fact already embodied In the agreement#

In Klrsh’w case the agreement was 

not part of the memorandum or articles of the companies concerned 

and Its terms could not be said to fix the characteristics of the 

shares* But at page 505 CENTLIVRES C.J. referred to Commissioner 

for Inland Revenue v# Estate Whlteaway (1933 T.P.D.486) and said, 

"In that case It was. In my view,correctly held that, where a 

deed of partnership provided that on the death of a partner the 

surviving partners should purchase the deceased partner’s inter* 

est in the firm at a valuation prescribed by. the deed, the Com* 

mlssloner was not bound to assess the value of the deceased’s 

share in the partnership by reference to the amount of the pur* 

chase price fired by the deed of partnership# "

In Whlteaway’s case GREENBERG J. dealt at pages 498 and 499 with 

a contention which was, in effect, that because the provision for 

purchase of a deceased’s partner’s share appeared In the deed of 

partnership Itself and because the deed fixed the characteristics 

of each partner’s share. Including the basis of payment on death, 

what passed on the death of a partner was his share having those 

characteristics# GREENBERG J. held that It made no difference 

whether the provision for purchase of a deceased partner’s share 

appeared In the original deed of partnership or was subsequently 

agreed/.......... .
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agreed to* Any later change could not differ in substance from

a fresh deed of partnership embodying the change. In neither cas< 

was the Commissioner bound by such an agreement*

A similar situation was considered In 

Perpetual Executors and Trustees Association of Australia Ltd* v*. 

Commissioner of Taxes (1954 A.C. 114), where a deed of partner* 

v ship gave an option to the surviving parties to take ofcer th a 

deceased partner’s share on a basis which required that no amouni 

should be added or taken into account for goodwill* There was a 

dispute as to which provision of the relative statute was applic* 

able* The Judicial Committee’s decision in favour of the appll* 

cablllty of one of the provisions involved the conclusion,stated 

at page 130, "that the whole of the deceased’s interest in the

” partnership property,Including goodwill,was assessable to duty*.11 

It seems to me to follow from 

these cases that the fact that the characteristics of a share In 

a partnership are fixed in the deed which founded the pavlnwr* 

ship does not have the effect that terms which provide for a re* 

duced valuation to purchasing survivors at the death of a part** 

ner are relevant to the claim of the fisc to death duties*

I can see no reason for dis** 

tlngulshing In this respect a clause In the memorandum or an 

article/ in the articles of association which provides that on

the/.,,...
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the death of a shareholder his shares shall or may be purchased 

by the surviving shareholders at a fixed or ascertainable pipes. 

If that price were less than the fair and reasonable price It 

would not bind the Commissioner any more than the agreement in 

Kirsch1s case bound hlm<

But the respondents contend that

the present case is different, since here we have not to deel 

with an agreement as to the price at which surviving partners or 

shareholders may or must acquire from the deceased*s estate, but 

with an automatic and Ipso facto conversion of the ”0” shares 

into ”A” and ”B” shares upon the death of the deceased* It is 

argued that such a characteristic of the ”0” shares, fixed in 
■{Vc>X 

the constitution of the company, must be given effect, and if 
s 

that Is done It means that what passes on the death, l*e« what 

leaves the deceased and goes to his estate with his last breath* 

Is two ”A” shares and one ”B” share and not three MCn shares*

There is apparently no authority

dealing directly with such a device, though It is interesting to 

note that In Whlteaway* a case at page 498 GREENBERG J* mentions 

the possibility that a provision for ”immediate vesting” might 

have effect on the operation of such partnership provisions as 

the court was there dealing with, if the system of law to be

applied/
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applied permitted of a transfer of ownership with

out delivery» But it could not have effect In our law» it is 

not easy to formulate a principle for rejecting as invalid a pro

vision In a memorandum for the automatic change In character of 

shares upon the happening of a teamed event, but it is a most ex

traordinary ‘provision» It should perhaps be regarded as foreign 

to the nature of a share In a company that Its rights should be 

subject to changes prescribed In advance and without action taken 

by the corporators at the time of such changes» Clause 5 (1) of 

the memorandum provides for the change from "C" to "A* and 

shares not only on the death of the deceased but also on his 

ceasing during his lifetime to be the bolder of the HC” shares» 

He could apparently cease to be the holder not only by voluntary 

transfer but also as a result of execution or lnsolvency»Though 

a testator may be able in a measure to shift the benefits of a 

bequest away from a beneficiary who becomes insolvent the device 

does not always succeed» (See Marson Insolvency,Flfth Edition 

page 180)» It would be stange If by donating property to a com

pany 111® the present one a man could defeat not only the Commls** 

sloner on his death but also his creditors during his lifetime»

I am, however, prepared to assume 

that If clause 5 (1), by appropriate reference to share numbers, 

designated which two of the nCn shares were to become nAffshares 

and/
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and which one was to become a ffBtt share the automatic and lpso 

facto conversion would have been possible and would have taken 

place» But the ttC” shares are not treated distinctively In the 

memorandum but are lumped together* No doubt for some purposes 

one share Is as good as another of the same class (see Jeffery v, 

Pollak and Freemantle»1958 A*D» 1) but that does not mean that 

an act of changing several und 1st ingut shlddt**ed ttCh shares Into 

shares of two different classes can take place automatically 

without intelligent intervention» Every share Is a "separate 

en11tyn (Commissioner for Inland Revenue v» Crossman,1937 A * C.

26 per LORD BLANESBURGH at page 51)* It was not notionally pos*- 

sible for the three "C" shares to become automatically two ”Ah 

shares and one nBn share without some act of selection by some 

person* All being of equal value * and I assume that despite 

the provisions of clause 5 (v) the °Bn shares and the ffAn shares 

produced by the "C” shares would all carry precisely the same 

rights * the act of selection could, as counsel put it, have 

been done by an office boy# Nevertheless It was an act that had 

to be done, like the delivery referred to in Whiteawey* s case* 

There could be no automatic and Ipso facto conversion# Whether 

there was in fact a selection and appropriation by the executors 

after the deceased^ death does not appear. If it was done it 

may be assumed that it was effective and that two of the rtC” 

shares/
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shorn of most of Its value, while the property of his beneficia

ries should st the same time gain a correspondingly enhancement 

of value» The form of agreement adopted wag that embodied In the 

company* siMemorandum of dissociation; It would have made no dlf** 

c 
ference If It had been contained In the articles of aMoelation#

Such an agreement. Is In Its essential nature akin to those agree**
OV Si'VyuJtxVT 

mente between partners which have sought to achieve the same end 

by providing that on the death of one partner the other or others 

may or must acquire his share at something less than Its value as 

judged from the partnership profits and nett assets*

In Commissioner for Inland Revenue v#

Estate Kirsch (1951 (5) S.A<496) three shareholders in certain 

companies had agreed that If one o^them died the other two should 

be obliged to buy his shares at the value of the ^ett assets^lees 

10/^» It was held that the value for death duty purposes was un

affected by the agreement* At pages 504 and 505 CENTLIVRES C.J., 

delivering the judgment of the Court, said that what was ascer* 
A 

talned was the "Intrinsic**, the "real intrinsic" or the "true" 

value of the shares as at the date of the death of the deceased# 

The value during the deceased’s lifetime was held to be irrele- 

vant nor was the value of his estate considered to be the test 

under the Act* The learned Chief Justice was not dealing with 

a case in which the agreement purported to effect a change of

rights/•••*•.
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rights at the moment of death* In terms of the agreement the 

legal representative of the deceased shareholder was to sell his 

shares to the other shareholders*though the contract of sale 

was in fact already embodied In the agreement*,

In Klrsh1 • case the agreement was 

not part of the memorandum or articles of the companies concerned 

ana Its terms could not be said to fix the characteristics of the 

shares* But at page 505 CENTLIVRES C.J» referred to Commissioner 

for Inland Revenue v* Estate Whitesway (1933 T.P.D.486) and said* 

"In that case It was. In my view,correctly held that, where a 

deed of partnership provided that on the death of a partner the 

surviving partners should purchase the deceased partner’s inter* 

est in the firm at a valuation prescribed by. the deed, the Com* 

missioner was not bound to assess the value of the deceased’s 

share in the partnership by reference to the amount of the pur* 

chase price fixed by the deed of partnership* ”

In Whlteaway’s case GREENBERG J. dealt at pages 498 and 499 with 

a contention which was, in effect, that because the provision for 

purchase of a deceased’s partner’s share appeared In the deed of 

partnership Itself and because the deed fixed the characteristics 

of each partner’s chare, Including the basis of payment on death, 

what passed on the death of a partner was his share having those 

characteristics* GREENBERG J. held that it made no difference 

whether the provision for purchase of a deceased partner’s share 

appeared In the original deed of partnership or was subsequently 

agreed/...........
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agreed to* Any later change could not differ in substance from 

a fresh deed of partnership embodying the change# In neither case 

was the Commissioner bound by such an agreement#

A similar situation was considered In 

Perpetual Executors and Trustees Association of Australia Ltd# v# 

Commissioner of Taxes (1954 A.C* 114), where a deed of partner** 

v ship gave an option to the surviving parties to take ober ik a 

deceased partner’s share on a basis which required that no amounl 

should be added or taken into account for goodwill# There was a 

dispute as to which provision of the relative statute was applies 

able< The Judicial Committee’s decision In favour of the appli* 

cablllty of one of the provisions Involved the conclusion,stated 

at page 130, "that the whole of the deceased’s Interest In the

’’partnership property,including goodwill,was assessable to duty#.” 

It seems to me to follow from 

these cases that the fact that the characteristics of a share in 

a partnership ere fixed In the deed which founded the pavfcwr* 

ship does not have the effect that terms which provide for a re« 

duced valuation to purchasing survivors at the death of a part* 

ner ere relevant to the claim of the fisc to death duties#

I can see no reason for dis** 

tlnguishlng in this respect a clause In the memorandum or an 

article/ in the articles of association which provides that on

the/* *...#
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the death of a shareholder his shares shall or may be purchased 
« 

by the surviving shareholders at a fixed or ascertainable pi^ce* 

If that price were less than the fair and reasonable price It 

would not bind the Contn4ssloner any more than the agreement In 

Kirsch1 s case bound him»

But the respondents contend that 

the present case Is different, since here we have not to deal 

with an agreement as to the price at which surviving partners or 

shareholders may or must acquire from the deceased1s estate, but 

with an automatic and Ipso facto conversion of the HC” shares 

into "A" and hB,r shares upon the death of the deceased* It Is 

argued that such a characteristic of the ”0” shares, fixed In 

the constitution of the company, must be given effect, and If 

that Is done it means that what passes on the death, l*e« what 

leaves the deceased and goes to his estate with his last breath, 

is two wA,f shares and one nBn share and not three MC” shares.

There is apparently no authority 

dealing directly with such a device, though It is interesting to 

note that in Whitesway1a case at page 498 GREENBERG J• mentions 

the possibility that a provision for ”immediate vesting” might 

have effect on the operation of such partnership provisions as 

the court was there dealing with, if the system of law to be

applied/
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applied permitted of a transfer of ownership with*

out delivery» But It could not have effect In our law» It Is 

not easy to formulate a principle for rejecting as Invalid a pro*

vision in a memorandum for the automatic change In character of

shares upon the happening of a hamed event, but It Is a most ex*

traordlnary provision» It should perhaps be regarded as foreign 

to the nature of a share in a company that its rights should be 

subject to changes prescribed In advance end without action taken 

by the corporators at the time of such changes» Clause 5 (1) of 

the memorandum provides for the change from nCn to and wBn 

shares not only on the death of the deceased but also on his 

ceasing during his lifetime to be the holder of the "C" shares. 

He could apparently cease to be the holder not only by voluntary 

transfer but also as a result of execution or lnsolvency»Though 

a testator may be able In a measure to shift the benefits of a 

bequest away from a beneficiary who becomes Insolvent the device 

does not always succeed» (See Mara on Insolvency,Fifth Edition 

page 180)» It would be stange if by donating property to a com* 

pany 111® the present one a man could defeat not only the Commls* 

sloner on his death but also his creditors during his lifetime»

I am, however, prepared to assume 

that If clause 5 (1), by appropriate reference to share numbers, 

designated which two of the "0" shares were to become ^"shares 

and/
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and which one was to become a WBW share the automatic and Ipso 

facto conversion would have been possible and would have taken 

place* But the nCH shares are not treated distinctively in the 

memorandum but are lumped together* No doubt for some purposes 

one share is as good as another of the same class (see Jeffery v * 

Pollak and Freemantle,1938 A.D. 1) but that does not mean that 

an act of changing several undistingulshtótik^ed "C” shares into 

shares of two different classes can take place automatically 

without intelligent intervention* Every share is a «separate 

entity” (Commissioner for Inland Revenue v* Crossman,1937 A,C.

26 per LORD BLANESBURGH at page 51)* It was not notionally pos~ 

slble for the three 1(C” shares to become automatically two ”An 

shares and one ”Bn share without some act of selection by some 

person* All being of equal value « and I assume that despite 

the provisions of clause 5 (v) the WBM shares and the WAW shares 

produced by the MC« shares would all carry precisely the same 

rights * the act of selection could, as counsel put it, have 

been done by an office boy* Nevertheless It was an act that had 

to be done, like the delivery referred to in Whlteaway’s case* 

There could be no automatic and ipso facto conversion* Whether 

there was in fact a selection and appropriation by the executors 

after the deceased’s death does not appear. If it was done it 

may be assumed that it was effective and that two of the ”Cn

shares/............
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V o- "C" 1. . "B" •»«•• 1»‘

«M> o«n»ot .KMt <*• «=t ‘° “• *»•“■■»“• tb,t °’

«4-k 04 WC° shares to his executors*the deceased’s death they passed as

It Is ají unconverted ttCtt shares that 

they had to be valued. There were apparently two ways of apf 

proaching the question of how to value them. The first way was 

to disregard their liability to be converted into "a" and "B" 

shares - that would be following the way Indicated by Klrsch^s^ 

case* The other way was to ascertain the price that a notional 

buyer would be prepared to pay for the "C” shares. If he could 

get them as such despite the provisions for automatic conversion 

but would have to hold them subject to be converted at some fu

ture date* This way of valuing the shares was propounded for the 

Commissioner on the basis of the majority judgments In Crossman1s 

case* The future date put forward by the Commissioner was the 

end of the life of the deceased as calculated on the basis of 

his normal expectation of life at the time of his death. That 

this approach has a certain artificiality about It must be con

ceded but this does not necessarily mean that it must be rejected 

For present purposes it is unnecessary to decide whether the 

arrangement In clause 5 (1) of the memorandum should for valua

tion purposes be forced Into a form similar to that applied In

Crossman* s/.»..• •
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Crossman*s case, or whether the more radical approach used In 

Kirsch* a case should be held to be applicable* In favour of the 

latter is not only the authority of the case itself# as a decision 

of thia Court, but also the possibility that the language of 

sections 5 and 6 of the Act, referred to above, may make it un** 

necessary for the appraiser to Invoke the notional purchaser* if 

the method approved in Crossman* s case were applied here, the 

purchaser would be able to do what he pleased with the shares and 

assets cf the company. The result would therefore be the same as 
'i 

if the °C** shares were valued without regard to their liability 

1 

to be converted Into ttAn or ”Bn shares. On either view the pro* 

per valuation figure would be that propounded by the Commissioner, 

namely, £20,000 for each of the three shares.

In view of the conclusion reached 

as to the value of the ’’C” shares It Is unnecessary to consider 

whether the Commissioner’s second alternative contention that 

there were two species of property that passed could be supported^ 

For in the case of this contention there would be no possibility, 

as there was in the case of the contention based on section 3(3) 

(a), of a liability additional to that based on the value of the 

three MC** shares.

In regard to succession duty 

counsel for the respondents rightly conceded that If what passed 

on the death of the deceased were unconverted ttC” shares the 
second/
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second respondents would be liable for succession duty because 

they became entitled to property by reason of the death of the 

deceased In terms of section 10(a) of the Act, bet not, as held 

by the Cape Provincial Division* by reason of the cessation of 

an Interest under section 10 (b). Section 11 provides that 

with exceptions the value of property passing by virtue of any 

succession Is the value of the property for estate duty purpos

es» The second respondents are accordingly liable to pay suw* 

cession duty on the three ”CW shares taken at a valuation of 

£20*000 per share»

The order of the Cape Provincial 

Division upheld the Commissioner’s contention that succession 

duty was payable in terms of section 10(b)* This should be al* 

tered to make It refer to section 10(a) but subject thereto the 

cross*appeal falls and the modification should not affect the 

order for costs*

In the result the appeal Is allowed

with costs and the order of the Cape Provincial Division is al*« 

tered to one upholding the first alternative contention of the

Commissioner in regard to estate duty* Succession duty is pay

able under section 10(a) and not under section 10(b)as provided

in the order under appeal*but subject thereto the cross-appeal

is dismissed with costs»

• * Holme s*A • J • A • ,
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Delivered s

JUDGMENT

STEYN C.J. The relevant facts, documents and

contentions are set out In the judgment of my brother SCHREINER, 

which I have had the advantage of reading» In regard to the 

three C shares In question, the memorandum provides that on the 

death of Louis Adelson^or^ if during his lifetime^ he ceases to -

be/............
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be the holder, they "shell ipso facto and automatically be con** 

verted as to two of the said / C shares Into two A shares, and as 

to the remaining C share Into a B share”. If on a literal read- 

ding^ the word ’Converted” Is taken to imply an act of conversion, 

the phrase "shall Ipso facto and automatically be converted” be

comes self-destrtic t ive. The more emphatic words ”Xpso facto/ and 

automatically” would find their complete negation In the word 

"converted”. I find It difficult to accept that, despite the 

repetitive accentuation of the mechanical nature of the change 

from the one to another kind of share, the framers of the memoran

dum intended to say that the C shares were to become A and B shares 

by an act of conversion to be performed after Adelson’s death or 

after he had ceased to be the bolder of the C shares.

The memorandum and articles are 

silent as to the person or persons by whom the conversion Is to be 

effected. It would presumably have to be brought about, either by 

the new holder of the C shares, whether he be the purchaser or the 

donee or the executor or curator In Adelson’s deceased or Insol

vent estate, or by the directors appointed by Adelson who, In termn 

of paragraph 26 of the Articles of the company, would continue to 

hold office until the conversion has taken plaee. Whoever may be 

the right person to effect It the conversion would entail an inter

val of time during which a new holder, other than the executor In 

the/4 *♦♦..
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the deceased estate* may be able* by virtue of the complete con- 

trol of the company which the shares would confer, to denude the 

company of/ all its assets to the detriment of the other share

holders, i»e« of Adelson’s son and daughters* Fad such ar act 

of conversion been contemplated, it is unlikely that

Adelson would not by some provision in the memorandum, have sought 

to feuard against this possibility» That has not been done» It 

should be borne in mind* moreover, that the two A shares and the 

one B share Into which the C shares were to be ’’converted”,would 

consist of precisely the same rights and obligations. There 

would* in that regard* be no distinction whatsoever between the 

two A shares and the B share. The temporary restriction Imposed 

by clause 5(v) of the memorandum upon a transfer or pledge of B 

shares* refers to the B shares”allotted Jus and Issued to Joseph 

Adelson”. In the context, these are the 99 B shares mentioned 

In clause 5 (B) • There is no similar provision affecting the 

’’converted” B share and no other provision to distinguish It, as 

far as rlg&ts and liabilities are doncerned, from the A shares. 

Paragraph 4 of the articles of the company provide that of the 
Louis

198 A shares, 99 are to be allotted to each of íotxngto Adelson’s 

daughters Fredagh and Miriam* wii while the 99 B shares ere to 

be allotted to his son Joseph» in these circumstances the desig

nation as ”A” and ”B” in relation to the three shares In question, 

would/...........
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would serve no purpose other then the attachment of a convenient 

label,

pf1 e e Li é' v u the oflu01111y"of" the 1 r~ ho 1 dIng a ~in~~ttreycom'* -— 

pnwy » such a designation has no greater significance than a 

suitable numbering wduld have had If t^e memorandum end articles 

had provided for denomination by serial numbers Instead of de^ 

nomination as A end B shares* Whether a particular share became 

an A or a B share, was quite Immaterial « Any selection made 

would be productive of no other result than a difference In name 

only.

Having regard to t^ese considers^ 

tlons, It seems reasonably clear that whet the framers of the 

memorandum had In mind was that on the happening of one of the 

events specified, the three C shares were automatically and with- 

out any formal act to shed their special characteristics and to 

undergo a change Into three shares having the same qualities,two 

of them to be called A shares and one a B share. Such a meaning 

£tnfM*w 
can, I think, be ascribed to this provision without unduly 

sing the language used» On such a construction the naming of 

the sihares would still require an act to be done, but not as a 

prerequisite to the change in the nature of the sbsres.lt would

be/<..*.•

sbsres.lt
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be an act consequential upon a change which has already taken 

place* That would reflect the real substance of what was evident

ly intended, i.e. an automatic transformation of the three special 

shares into ordinary shares, and that, in my view, Is the meaning 

which should be given to this provision»

It has not been argued and I am not 

aware of any ground upon which it must be held, that this pro

vision, so interpreted, would be illegal or that it would be 

legally Impossible to give effect to it* If rot. It follows 

that the three C shares passed Into the estate of Louis Adelson 

shorn of their special rights* As they had no middle market 

price on the date of death their value for estate duty purposes 

according to section 5 (d) read with section 6(1) of the Act, Is 

their fair and reasonable value, as determined by sworn appraise

ment by an impartial person or persons appointed by the Master* 

The determination of that value is the fuhctlon of the person or 

persons so appointed* A court cannot make itj but it is con

tended on behalf of the Commissioner that the court should lay 

down as a basis to be adopted for the valuation, the purchase 

price of the shares on a notional sale on the date of death» 

The submission is that, in referring to a value on the dato of 

death, the legislature had in mind a constant value on one cay) 

that where, as here, there would be widely divergent values im»~ 

mediately/ *«••*«
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them after death. Here the property itself suffered a radical 

change In character and quality when, at the death of the de

ceased, the shares shed the extraordinary eturi^utaa which ptac- 

tlcally equated their value with the value of the assets of tie 

company, and as a result thereof declined sharply in real value 

some about
froiV£60,000 to/£600. That was not an extraneous Incident with 

little or no influence upon the true worth of the shares. It was 

a transformation of the thing Itself which was to be valued* The 

cases referred to are therefore not in pari materia.

If scch a optional sale provides the 

proper basis for ascertaining the value of these shares, it can 

only be by virtue cf some precept Implied In the phrase "fair 

and reasonable value’*, related to a particular date. I am unable 

t^ find any such precept. The market value as at the date of 

death will no doubt be a relevant consideration, but that does 

not mean that an appraiser who is to determine the fair and 

reasonable value, can be required, because of something inherent 

in such a value, to improvise an impossible sale on the assump

tion not only that the shores are sold before the death of the 

deceased, but also that they will retain their special qualities 

for the period of his normal expectation of life, when in fact 

they can only be sold after his death and would, also during his 

lifetime, have lost their special qualities immediately upon

acquisition/
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acquisition by the purchaser. Such a notional sale must In such 

circumstances of necessity result In an entirely notional value# 

widely removed from the known realities. The value to be ascer*- 

talned is a real value, the fair and reasonable value at the date 

of death* With this difference in value on that date before and 

after death, a selection of value cannot be avoided. In making 

the selection regard must be had to the Act as a whole and to the 

fact that the shares are property actually in the estate. If 

this Is done# It becomes apparent, I think# that the value to be 

looked at is the Rvalue In the estate, l.e. the value as from 

the moment the property passed on death, rather than the value 

before death# i»e. before the property could have passed. In 

my view# therefore# these shares stand to be valued as ordinary 

shares without the special rights attaching to them immediately 

before the death of the deceased#

In an alternative submission on 

behalf of the Commissioner section 3 (2) (f) Is invoked. That 

section Includes in property in relation to an estate !,e^dobt 

recoverable or right of action enforceable In the Courts of the 

Union. w The argument here is that every right comprised In 

a share Is enforceable In the Courts of the Union, and therefore 

in itself property; that the special rights attaching to these 

shares were enforceable and that in terms of the memorandum they 
A

pa saed/..,.♦•
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passed pro tento on the death of the deceased tc the holders of 

the 198 A end the 99 B shares* It may be conceded that these 

rights were so enforceable and that they did so P^ss, but that 

does not conclude/ the matter* The Act In defining "property” 

In section 3 (2) (g) and (h) Introduces stocks and shares as a 

separate species of property distinct from ddbts and rights of 

action referred to In section 3 (2) (f)« That appears Inter alia 

from the fact that the inclusion Is Subject to the qualification, 

not that the rights which they represent are to be so enforceable, 

but in the case of section / 3 (2) (g), "if any transfer whereby 

any change of ownership In such stocks or shares Is recorded Is 

required to be registered in the Unlont " and In the case of 

section 3 (2) (h), "provided that the deceased person whose estate 

is chargeable was ordinarily resident In the Union. " The 

distinction and the manner In which it is drawn make It difficult 

to hold that these two items overlap, so that a right included in 

a share may be property In terms of both Items, Had these rights 

been separated from the shares and had they passed to holders of 

other shares to be held as rights so separated, there would have 

been greater force in the contention advanced, although also that 

would not In Itself have disposed of the question whether they 

formed part of the deceased estate* But in fact they did not pass

in/...........
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In that manner* Until the date of death# they were Included In 

the three C shares and on that date they were automatically ab

sorbed Into the unit of rights integrated In each of the larger 

number of other shares* At no stage did they have a separate 

existence MMá as rights off action severed from the shares and 

they can for that reason not be regarded as property distinct 

from the shares ora and as having passed as such property on the 

death of the deceased*

A further contention raised is that 

the assets of the company are to be deemed to be property passing 

In terms of section 3 (3) (a) of the Act. A similar contention was 

raised In Commissioner for Inland Revenue v* Estate Isaacs In 

which judgment was given against the Commissioner on the 16th 

November, 1959 In this Court, Tn that case, as In this, where 

a single shareholder had complete control of the company, the 

company concerned may be described as a one-man company, I can 

find no distinctive feature in the arrangements affecting the 

present company of so decisive a character as to lead to a dlf- 

ferent conclusion In this case*

In the result the Commissioner can*- 

not, In my view, succeed in regard to estate duty on any of the 

. grounds advanced on his behalf#

As to the cross-appeal, the submls*-
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-slon Is that there has been an accrual of succession as pro

vided In section 10(b) of the Act, which reads as follows 

nA succession shall be deemed to have accrued whenever any person 

has become entitled to, or to any Interest In,any property as 

defined for the purposes of Chapter T

(b) by reason of the cessation on the death of any such prede

cessor of any Interest held by such predecessor in such property»”

For this provision to apply ,there 

must be an identity of property, nSuch property” in paragraph 

(b), Is the property to which or to an Interest In which, a per

son has become entitled. It does not a^ply, therefore, where the 

predecessor held an Interest In property A until his death, and 

an Interest In property B passed to a successor by reason of the 

cessation of the ptedecessor1 a Interest in property A, In so 

far as the shares are concerned, that 1g what happened. Assuming 

the special rights attaching to the C shares to be an interest 

in those shares for the purposes of this peeses&len prevision, 

they passed on death not as an Interest in those shares In the 

hands of the successors, but as an interest In the A and B shares. 

In order to bring the passing of these rights within the pro^ 

vision, they would consequently have to be regarded as an Inter

est held In the assets of the company* An interest held In pro

perty, for the purposes of this section,Is not the equivalent of - 

every/,,..
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every benefit or advantage derived from property. The Dutch text 

speaks of ° een recht..•...bezeten op zulk elgendom." That pre

supposes at least a direct relationship between the right and 

the property. Although the holders of the shares may be said

to be entitled to certain benefits derived from the assets of the

company, and on a distribution of the assets, also to a share 

therein, awehthe assets belong to the company and not to the 

- &T»-€cL.

share-holders, and rights con figged by the shares are rights 

in personam against the company and other shareholders and not 

rights In the assets of the company. (Dadoo Ltd, and Others v. 

Krugers dorp Municipal Council, 1920 A,D. 530 at page 556). It 

would accordingly seem that also In relation to the assets of 

the company, there has been no succession to an Interest In pro

perty deemed to have accrued under section 10(b).

For these reasons I am of opinion

that the appeal must be dismissed and that the cross-appeal must 

be allowed, in both cases with costs In this Court as well as in

the court below.

Q A ' d ' A •


